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Cairn are proud to introduce Six Hanover 
Quay, a landmark new building in an 
unrivalled waterfront setting filled with  
life and character. 

This bold new architecture presents  
a new vision for city living. From its striking 
curvilinear black & white façade to the 
elegant landscaped courtyard; from the 
residents gym to the rooftop gardens with 
panoramic views of the city, Six Hanover 
Quay redefines urban life. 

Our vision for innovative architecture  
with luxury interior specifications has  
been realised in each and every apartment.
Our focus on building to the highest standards 
and producing homes of the best quality has 
driven us at every stage of this exciting project.  
 
At Cairn, we are proud of the work our team  
has put into this building. We know you will  
be equally proud to make it your home. 

Welcome to Six Hanover Quay. 

Welcome to  
Six Hanover Quay
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Dublin gets its name from ‘Dubh Linn’, the Black Pool 
that was once part of the garden in Dublin Castle. A 
city of cultural gems and charming streets, the mix of 
cosmopolitan, international and local styles gives the city  
a quirky home-grown personality all its own. 

A chic blend of high-end and high-street, Dublin is a major 
destination for fashion-lovers. City centre icons of Irish life 
and style include Brown Thomas, Arnotts, Kilkenny Design, 
and the world-famous Bewley’s Grafton Street café, a 
much-loved and celebrated landmark, while the famous 
Dundrum Town Centre is a short hop away on the Luas line. 

The Beat of  
a Unique Heart
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Arts & 
Culture

Dublin is a city of diverse cultural districts. 
From medieval treasures such as the Book 
of Kells in Trinity College to the fine arts and 
antique furniture in Francis Street, every 
quarter has something different on show.

The heart of Georgian Dublin, Merrion 
Square, is a short stroll from Six Hanover 
Quay. This area is a cultural and civic gem: 
home to the National Museum of Ireland – 
Archaeology; the National Museum of 
Ireland – Natural History;  the National 
Library, and the National Gallery of Ireland.
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Education 
World-renowned for academic 
excellence and achievement, 
Trinity College Dublin has a history 
of scholarship spanning four 
centuries. Its beautiful campus 
bridges the cultural and retail 
districts at the heart of the city. 

Ireland is known for its general 
high standards of education and 
academic achievement and is 
recognised as a global player in 
higher education.  
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A very popular mode of transport in Dublin, the newly-
expanded Luas light rail tram network is named after the 
Irish word for ‘speed’. Six Hanover Quay is served by the 
Mayor Square stop. 

The Dublin Bikes public bicycle rental scheme has been a 
phenomenal success since launch in Dublin in 2009. The 
proliferation of stations and the generally flat terrain with 
an increasingly number of cycle lanes, make it a popular 
option with locals and visitors alike.  Six Hanover Quay is 
served by several DublinBikes Stations, the nearest being 
Hanover Quay Station, just 350m away. 

Dublin Airport is 10km north of Dublin city 
centre and serves millions of passengers 
annually with its year-round busy schedule 
of domestic and international air traffic. In 
2017, it served 180 routes with 41 airlines. 

Local public transport links are excellent, 
including Dublin Bus, Luas and Dart. Six 
Hanover Quay is 800m from Grand Canal 
Dock Dart station, 1.1km from Mayor 
Square Luas stop, and several DublinBikes 
Stations are nearby. 

Travel
Anywhere
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This remarkable location means you can 
enjoy life by the waterside, while residing 
only a short stroll from the city centre. 

Although relatively new as a residential 
quarter, the revitalisation of this historic 
area was always about people as well as 
physical and economic regeneration. 

From public facilities and cultural 
amenities to new local initiatives such  
as the Docklands Arts Fund, living at  
Six Hanover Quay means being part  
of a thriving, active community. 
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Capital Value  
Thrives in  
Dublin’s Docklands

Six Hanover Quay is in the heart of ‘Silicon Docks’, Dublin’s 
premier business and technology district. The South 
Docklands is a uniquely modern area, transformed by urban 
regeneration and investment into one of the city’s most 
fashionable and sought-after locations. 

A modern, international hub employing 40,000 people, the 
Docklands area is home to a host of major domestic and global 
companies - including Facebook, Google, Accenture, Airbnb, 
BOI and HSBC - many of whom have their EMEA/European 
headquarters here. This international flavour is reflected in the 
energetic social and cultural life of the area.
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The desire to create a strong sense of 
place and community was central to Six 
Hanover Quay’s design philosophy. The 
landscaped courtyard, rooftop garden and 
terraces are all shared spaces for residents 
to enjoy. 

The location means that iconic Grand 
Canal Square, - one of the largest paved 
public spaces in Dublin city and a key 
social and cultural destination since it 
opened in 2007 - is on the doorstep, 
so there are plenty of public outdoor 
amenities to enjoy. 
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Style &  
Social Life

Dublin is a major cultural capital, and the 
Docklands has become one of the city’s 
most vibrant cultural and social areas. 
Its many amenities and cultural venues 
include the Bord Gais Energy Theatre, the 
3 Arena, the Convention Centre and The 
Marker Hotel. 

Sit on the waterfront soaking up the 
atmosphere and watching the world go by, 
or explore the area’s modern architecture 
and maritime history from land or water… 
though if you decide to head for the city 
centre, it’s only a short stroll away.
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Dublin is an exciting culinary 
destination with a decidedly 
international flavour. Whether you’re 
in the mood for Michelin-starred fine 
dining at Chapter One or L’Ecrivain, 
or prefer to sample traditional, hearty 
Irish flavours or simple street food 
and cafes, the city is crammed with 
culinary delights. 

Living Well
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From fine dining to gastro pubs, 
and artisanal coffee shops to funky 
outdoor cafes, there’s no shortage 
of stylish social life and relaxation to 
be had at Six Hanover Quay and in 
the city centre.
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Amenities & Services
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Due to its immense popularity this area is a lively and 
cosmopolitan destination for entertainment with a broad 
range of amenities including theatres, hotels, cafes, bars, 
restaurants, shops and watersport activities on the Docks.

eating Out
1. BB’s Coffee & Co
2. Café Bar H
3. Café Parigi
4. Café Sora
5. Charlotte Quay
6. Herbstreet Brasserie
7. HQ Gastro Bar
8. Il Valentino Bakery
9. Insomnia Coffee
10. Juniors
11. KC Peaches
12. Milanos
13. Munchies
14. Outdoor Food Market
15. Paulie’s Pizza
16. Pause Café Bistro
17. The Art of Coffee
18. The Ferryman Pub
19. The Old Spot
20. 3FE

market
21. Donnybrook Fair Market
22. Fresh Supermarket
23. Spar Supermarket
24. Spar Supermarket

Hotels
24. The Ferryman Hotel
25. The Gibson Hotel
26. The Maldron Hotel
27. The Marker Hotel
28. The Spencer Hotel

Gyms
29. Educogym
30. Flyefit Gym
31. Perpetua Cross Fit Gym
32. Andy Kenny Fitness

Crèche
32. Safari Crèche

Pharmacies 
33. Meaghars Pharmacy
34. Life Pharmacy
35. Gallery Quay Pharmacy

Doctor 
36. Centric Health Barrow
37. Hanover Medical Centre

Dentists 
37. Shelbourne Dental Clinic
38. Docklands Dental
39. Smiles

Banks 
40. HSBC Bank
41. KBC Bank
42. Bank of Ireland
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A Well-Connected  
Location

The South Docklands is a uniquely modern area. 
Urban regeneration and significant investment has 
transformed it into one of Dublin’s most sought-
after commercial, residential and social locations. 
Six Hanover Quay has a prominent position on the 
waterfront at the heart of this affluent district.

While still within easy walking distance of Dublin city 
centre, this unrivalled location has many civic and 
social amenities on its doorstep, including the Bord 
Gais Energy Theatre, the 3 Arena, the Convention 
Centre and The Marker Hotel.

1. State Street

2. Airbnb

3. Accenture

4. Matheson

5. SEB

6. LogMeIn

7. TripAdvisor

8. AWAS

9. Ancestry

10. Beauchamps

11. Facebook

12. Capita

13. William Fry

14. HSBC

15. Mason, Hayes & Curran

16. Google

17. Central Bank

18. PwC

19. A&L Goodbody

20. Three

21. Bloomberg

22. Morgan Stanley

23. Citi Bank

24. Zalando

In the Company of Global Giants
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A luxury development of 120 one, two and 
three-bed apartments, duplexes and penthouses 
facing onto three new landscaped streets which 
connect the waterfront and Chocolate Park, Six 
Hanover Quay is the ultimate in luxury city living. 

From its striking curvilinear black and white 
façade to the elegant landscaped courtyard, 
and from the residents-only gym to the private 
garden, this development of four new buildings 
redefines urban life. 

A vision of innovative future-proofed architecture 
with luxury interior specifications has been 
realised in each and every apartment, while the 
central waterfront location means the best in 
social amenities and work opportunities are on 
the doorstep. 

The ultimate in contemporary 
waterfront living in a uniquely 
urban area
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Heritage  
as Inspiration

The design vision was to create a sense of place 
and community, hence the inclusion of shared 
residents-only space such as the landscaped 
courtyard, sedum rooftop garden and terraces, and 
private gym. The two own-door, two-storey duplex 
apartments accessed from the street enhance this 
residential quality. 

Designed by award-winning architecture, urban 
design and interior design practice McCauley Daye 
O’Connell, Six Hanover Quay’s innovative curved 
design is a tribute to this energy of this reimagined 
area. The influence of the Docklands’ waterfront 
heritage is evident in the development’s fluid 
horizontal styling. 
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Style & Quality 
Come Home

From the street, Six Hanover Quay’s curved 
contemporary entrance is accessed via a secure 
courtyard. This private oasis of calm features high-
quality landscaping and amenity, seating and play 
areas, and a custom-designed fibre optic lighting 
sculpture. 

The courtyard leads to a welcoming private lobby 
with designated concierge reception. The residents’ 
gym on the first floor overlooks Chocolate Park, and 
the roof terrace has been landscaped in order to 
maximise views across Dublin city. 
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Creating  
a Flagship

Discover a luxury sanctuary. With a 
distinctive style defined by black horizontal 
bands with curved loops at each floor level, 
the building has a simple yet dynamic 
aesthetic. The space is enhanced by glass 
balustrades and natural materials such as 
polished white and dark grey stone, with 
elegant finishes. 

Apartments are bright and airy, with good 
daylight and sunlight – and the deep 
rectangular balconies will make evenings 
dining outside with friends a pleasure!

CGI (for illustrative purposes only)
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On-site concierge. 

Exclusive residents’ gym with views 
over Chocolate Park.

Secure underground car parking  
for 98 cars.

Secure enclosed bicycle parking.

Monitored CCTV.

Spacious balconies and terrace areas.

Landscaped rooftop terrace with 
great views over Dublin city.

Private courtyard with seating and 
play areas, illuminated by a fibre 
lighting sculpture. 

Sustainable design with an 
impressive A3 BER rating.

Generous open plan layouts. 

Stylish, premium kitchens by 
McNally Kitchens, fitted with 
Samsung appliances. 

District system means efficient, 
effective heating.

Sprinkler system fitted 
throughout.

These A3 BER-rated apartments are designed to make life 
easier and more enjoyable. The chic urban design aesthetic 
is combined with sustainable living and essential modern-
day functionality, including: on-site concierge facilities; 
residents-only private gym; monitored CCTV security; 
secure underground car parking; secure bicycle parking; 
district heating systems, and - uniquely amongst Dublin’s 
residential developments – a sprinkler system fitted 
throughout. 

A Thing of Beauty:
Innovation by Design 
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The bright and spacious atmosphere 
and luxe styling of the private entrance 
lobby extends to all common areas, and 
sets the tone for the generous open plan 
layout of each apartment. 

A leading Irish homebuilder, Cairn Homes 
reputation is for quality and exceptional 
craftsmanship. A meticulous attention to detail 
extends inside and out. 

Glory in 
the Details: 
Bespoke 
Finishes

Thanks to the Cairn Homes Customer 
Satisfaction Commitment, dedicated 
Customer Service teams will assist you 
during and after the buying process.  

Finishes and fixtures are to an extremely 
high specification: the contemporary 
European-designed Bauformat kitchens 
supplied by Design House with white 
Trevi Quarella Quartz worktops and 
splashbacks supplied by Comet Stone  
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Design and  
Specification

The contemporary design aesthetic combines modern-day 
functionality with sustainable living.

A curved contemporary entrance opens into a grand welcoming, 
bright and spacious private lobby with concierge reception. The four 
individual apartment building entrance lobbies are accessed via a 
secure courtyard. This courtyard is designed to incorporate high-
quality landscaping with amenity, seating and play areas. A feature 
fibre optic lighting sculpture unites the garden landscape.

At ground floor level, duplex apartments have private front doors and 
railed landscaped terraces. To the east, a commercial unit (with on-
street seating) overlooks Chocolate Park, as does the residents’ gym 
on the first floor. A second commercial unit with outdoor seating and 
southerly aspect faces toward the Grand Canal basin.

Each upper floor contains a selection of contemporary designed 
apartments with spacious open plan living areas. Floor to ceiling 
windows offer panoramic views of the Dublin mountains to the south 
and fill the apartments with natural light. The basement provides 
secure car parking for residents, while the roof was designed with  
a landscaped terrace in order to maximise views of Dublin city.

The Buildings and Their Surrounds

 – Signature architecture facades with feature 
polished reconstituted stone bands by 
Techcrete and floor to ceiling architectural 
curtain wall window system by Senior 
Architectural Systems  

 – Spacious balconies with glazed balustrades  
by CDS Architectural Metalwork

 – Solid engineering brick panels by Ibstock 
to Internal courtyard elevations

 – Landscape Architect designed private 
communal courtyard garden with semimature 
tree, shrub and groundcover planting and high-
quality paving, seating and lighting

 – Communal rooftop terrace area for residents 
with planting (ornamental greases, perennials 
and herbs), seating and relaxation area (warm 
up/down down, yoga etc)

 – High acoustic performance concrete floors, 
and solid concrete blockwork party walls 
throughout

 – Interior Architect designed entrance lobbies, 
lifts and common areas with high-quality 
carpet flooring to stairways and tiling to 
Ground Floor lobby areas

 – High Quality Orona MidWestern lifts in each 
core serving all floors from basement

Concierge Area 

 – Bright and spacious Concierge Area design by Design Squared 
Interior Architects with bespoke reception area lounge design 
providing a unique sense or arrival for residents and their guests

 – Large format porcelain floor slabs with curved feature walls 
finished in a polished plaster 

 – Feature stone slabs to wall at entry with Tektura wallpaper to 
other areas.  Timber veneer panelling to doors and post-box 
surrounds

 – Bespoke designed and fitted upholstered banquette seating. 
Contemporary Designer furniture with inset feature rugs.

 – Designer lamps and pendant lighting with subtle recessed 
ceiling lighting features

kitchens

 – Contemporary European designed Bauformat kitchens  
supplied by Design House with white Trevi Quarella Quartz 
worktops and splashbacks supplied by Comet Stone  

 – Fully integrated Siemens cooking appliances, microwave, 
dishwasher and fridge/freezer

 – Stainless steel recessed sink

 – Kronopol 12mm Masala Oak Laminate timber flooring

Interior Finishes & Features

 – Extra high ceilings in main living areas  
and bedrooms

 – Kronopol 12mm Masala Oak Laminate  
timber flooring throughout all living and 
bedroom areas

 – Contemporary feature architrave & skirting

 – Modus stainless steel door ironmongery  
by KCC Architectural 

 – Internal smooth finish painting throughout

 – Superior quality internal joinery, including 
Logan Oak Laminate solid core Halspan 
timber entrance doors by Essexford Joinery 
2.4m contemporary design flush painted  
solid core white internal doors 
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Bathrooms & ensuites

 – High quality brassware fittings WC, bath and shower 
controls, rain head shower heads, hand held showers 
and sink mixer tap 

 – All bathrooms feature wall mounted Hudson Reed 
Finesse heated chrome towel rail, purpose-designed 
vanity units by KDS Joinery Ltd, and recessed LED lighting

MASTEr EN-SUITE
 – Four-piece bathroom comprising Cersanit wall hung WC 

& WHB complete with Grohe mixer and fittings, Duravit 
Saniacrylic bath with Vado Zoo mixer; separate walk-in 
shower with dual control rain head and sliding rail head 
complete with frameless glass shower screen

 – Large format porcelain tiles to all floors and walls

 – Vanity unit with mirrored front, glass internal shelving, 
shaver socket and undercounter LED Light strip

SECOnD BATHROOM
 – Three-piece bathroom/en-suite comprising Cersanit 

wall hung WC & WHB, complete with Grohe mixer and 
fittings, and walk-in shower with dual control rain head 
and sliding rail head complete with frameless glass 
shower screen

 – Large format porcelain tiles to floors and walls 

 – Vanity unit with mirrored front, glass internal shelving, 
shaver socket and undercounter LED Light strip  

Utility room

 – Fitted with Siemens washer/dyer

media & Communications

 – IP enabled video entry phone system in each apartment 

 – High speed fibre broadband available

 – Data (Cat6)/telephone points to living room and all 
bedrooms

 – USB charging points in kitchen and master bedroom

 – Digital TV connection to living room and bedrooms

 – Main infrastructure installed to accommodate Eir & 
Virgin Media

electrical

 – Generous lighting and power points throughout

 – Recessed LED down lighters by Orluna in all areas,  
with additional feature pendant lighting provision in 
living/kitchen area 

 – Pearl Nickle finish sockets and light switches throughout 
by Schneider

 – Separate circuit for dimmable ambient lamp lighting  
in living rooms

Bedrooms 

 – All bedrooms are large format double rooms, and 
include custom-designed built-in wardrobes KDS 
Joinery with integrated painted doors, and EGGER 
brown linen interior finish

Heating, Ventilation & Hot Water

 – Underfloor central heating system throughout by 
Polytherm Heating Systems Ltd complete with Danfoss 
HIU and Heatmiser thermostatic-zoned control

 – Individually metered system provides heating and hot 
water from development’s central plant

 – Energy efficient fresh air and Heat recovery Ventilation 
(HRV) system by Vent Axia, ensuring ducted fresh 
air supply to all living areas and humidity-controlled 
extract from bathrooms and kitchens

 – Pressurised hot & cold water systems

management & Security

 – Concierge security services located in the Entrance 
Lobby of Core 2

 – Entry video-phone system in each apartment connected 
to the main entrance door and basement access

 – Secure access control and CCTV to car park and bicycle 
storage area  

 – Mains-supply smoke detectors, heat detectors with 
battery back-up to apartments and common areas 
linked to the landlord fire alarm with the panel located  
in the Concierge Area

 – All open plan apartments complete with heat detection 
Sprinkler System

 – Warranty cover under HomeBond 10 year Structural  
and Latent Defect Insurance

Parking & Services

 – 98 car parking spaces in secure undergound car-park

 – Provision for future electric car-charging points 

 – Lift access from car park to all levels

 – Secure cycle parking at basement level 

 – Centralised waste storage room at basement level

 – Additional allocated secure storage space (selected 
apartments) in the basement for storage of bulky items 

Energy Efficiency

 – Minimum A3 BER energy rating for all apartments and 
commercial units

 – Highly insulated air tight design works with HRV to 
reduce heat loss

 – Heat Recovery Ventilation (HRV) system resulting in the 
retention of 90% of the homes energy that recovers heat 
from air leaving the building

 – Low E windows, Argon filled with low emissivity coating 
to reflect heat back into rooms 

 – Centralised CHP plant located in basement providing 
energy saving metered hot water to all apartments

 – High performance internal pipe insulation to reduce  
heat loss

 – Energy saving LED light fittings in main living spaces

 – Bank of electric car-charging points provided in 
basement car-park
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Unit types 

1 bed apartment
c. 53 sq m / 568 sq ft

3 bed apartment
c. 151 sq m / 1,622 sq ft

2 bed apartment
c. 110 sq m / 1,187 sq ft
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Roof Top Terrace / Garden Plan
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Six Hanover Quay… in Six
The luxurious detailing, the incredible views, 
the sense of light and space… just six of the 
many good reasons to buy in Six Hanover Quay.

Embracing 
Design

The luxurious detailing, 
the incredible views, 
the sense of light and 
space…this unique 
flagship development 
takes luxury and comfort 
to a new level.

At the  
Heart

A host of social and 
cultural amenities are on 
the doorstep, including 
the Bord Gais Energy 
Theatre, the 3 Arena, the 
Convention Centre and 
The Marker Hotel. The mix 
of work and play creates a 
vibrant street life. 

Building 
Quality

A3 BER-rated apartments 
have generous floor 
plans, and the elegant 
urban design aesthetic 
is enhanced by a host of 
sustainable and advanced 
energy-efficient initiatives. 

Tech  
Hub

Silicon Docks is Dublin’s 
major business and 
technology district. 
With an impressive 
line-up of domestic and 
international companies, 
it is home to a young and 
diverse workforce. 

Living  
Well

Life just got easier… 
enjoy the designated 
concierge facilities, 
on-site residents’ gym 
and private landscaped 
outdoor space. This 
fantastic location on the 
waterfront is dynamic, 
energetic and popular. 

Growing  
City

Dublin is unique, with its 
own special identity and 
culture. Ireland is the only 
English-speaking country in 
the Eurozone, and Dublin 
continues to punch above 
its weight internationally. 
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Cairn 

Leading the Way
Cairn Homes is a leading Irish homebuilder,  
and quality is at the heart of everything we  
do. Our design-led process continually  
questions outmoded practices and their 
relevance to new ways of living.  
 
We strive to understand our customers’  
needs and aspirations and then bring together 
the most talented designers and craftsmen  
to interpret and deliver that vision.

Find out more about us at  
www.cairnhomes.com 
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Contact

CAIrn Homes
CAIRn selected and appointed a full and 
experienced professional team to ensure 
Six Hanover Quay is delivered to the highest 
standards. 

Quality, vision and exceptional craftsmanship  
are core to every Cairn development, and  
Six Hanover Quay is undoubtedly no exception.  
The project team includes a range of highly 
skilled, multi award-winning architects,  
engineers and consultants.   
 
Find out more about CAIRn Homes at  
www.cairnhomes.com

Contacts 
SELLInG AGEnT
Savills
33 Molesworth Street
Dublin 2
Ireland
PSRA 002233

Fergus O’Farrell 
T: +353 (0)1 618 1311
M: +353 (0)87 682 3528
E: Fergus.OFarrell@savills.ie

Brendan Delaney
T: +353 (0)1 618 1715
M: +353 (0)83 439 9564
E: Brendan.Delaney@savills.ie

Leona Mullen
T: +353 (0)1 618 1762
M: +353 (0)83 116 3757
E: Leona.Mullen@savills.ie

Property Misrepresentation Act: Savills Ireland and the Vendors/Lessors give note that the particulars and information contained in this 
brochure do not form any part of any offer or contract and are for guidance only. The particulars, descriptions, dimensions, references to 
condition, permissions or licences for use or occupation, access and any other details, such as prices, rents or any other outgoings are 
for guidance only and are subject to change. Maps and plans are not to scale and measurements are approximate. Whilst care has been 
taken in the preparation of this brochure, intending purchasers, lessees or any third party should not rely on particulars and information 
contained in this brochure as statements of fact, but must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of details given to them. neither Savills 
Ireland nor any of its employees have any authority to make or give any representation or warranty (express or implied) in relation to the 
property, and neither Savills Ireland nor any of its employees nor the vendors or lessors shall be liable for any loss suffered by an intending 
purchaser/lessees or any third party arising from the particulars or information contained in this brochure. Prices quoted are exclusive 
of VAT (unless otherwise stated) and all negotiations are conducted on the basis that the purchasers/lessees shall be liable for any VAT 
arising on the transaction. This brochure is issued by Savills Ireland on the understanding that any negotiations relating to the property 
are conducted through them. All maps produced by permission of the Ordnance Survey Ireland Licence.
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